NEW & INNOVATIVE PACKAGE
DESIGN
NEW PACKAGE DESIGN CLOSES THE GAP ON UNMET
CATEGORY NEEDS

Disclaimer: Due to confidentiality we have presented findings summarized at a high level without reporting scores.

PACKAGE DESIGN FOCUSES ON CLOSING
THE GAP ON UNMET CATEGORY NEEDS

CASE STUDY

THE BUSINESS CHALLENGE & PAIN POINTS
A leading global consumer hair care brand:
 Plans to roll out a new hair coloring product line
 Wants to learn how to break through the First Moment of Truth
(at the shelf)
 Wishes to use the package design and uncover unmet needs
during the decision making process for hair color
QUALQUANT SIGNALS PACKAGE TESTING DIFFERENTIATION
 Exposed category shortcomings & the full ecosystem that impacts
product packaging
 Cost efficient solution & quick turnaround analyses
 Real time qual/quant insights which run simultaneously rather
than operating as standalone solutions
APPROACH & APPLICATION
A package testing ideation session was recommended by QualQuant
Signals and became crucial for the brand before launching their new
product line. This type of testing proves to be beneficial during the
package development phase in order to decide what design should be
implemented before product launch in order to gain market shares.
Consumers were given the opportunity to provide their own ideas, as
well as select and rate the ideas of others that they connect with
positively or negatively. This approach provided an engaging
environment that continuously populated new ideas to improve the
package design and refined others, which were amplified, evaluated
and prioritized, thus helping deliver predictive insights on how to
better ‘stand out and connect at the shelf’.
By asking consumers a series of Qual/Quant collaborative questions
about hair color and packaging in general, the full ecosystem
surrounding the product category was built. This coached the brand
about the industry in totality (making insights even more powerful),
while bringing forth an optimized impact for the package through the
exploration of the following areas:




Investigation of in-store purchase obstacles and suggestions for
improvement to identify the ‘missing link’ when making a hair
color purchase decision
Understanding the ‘need-to-have’ information that should be
located on the box
Gathering & prioritizing consumer ideas that assist in choosing
the right color
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INSIGHTS INTO ACTION
The Qual/Quant Signals collaboration session revealed many unmet needs (such as: coloring results, bottle ergonomics
and product education) that arise when shopping for hair color, which if integrated into the product packaging, it will
facilitate an easier decision making process for consumers. The following illustration shows these predictive insights in
more detail, which were prioritized by QualQuant Signals before product launch. Additionally, an unexpected
opportunity emerged because the predictive insights uncovered that consumers are often thinking outside of the
package when at the shelf.

The unmet needs amplified through the collaboration session represent opportunities for growth. Understanding these
opportunities before finalizing the box design allowed the brand to prioritize packaging changes and improvements to
better grab consumer attention when in store. While these suggestions divulged critical information for the brand, one
particular theme (‘Product Education’), presented a better situation to entice consumers into purchasing the product.
For example, adding preview content on the outside of the package, stating ‘look inside for color blending ideas or tips &
tricks’, gave a value proposition to pursue the product further.
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Furthermore, an unexpected topic was exposed to build an offline/online integrated market strategy. Consumers
suggested a feature that allowed them to see how each specific hair color would appear on different hair lengths, hair
textures and ethnicities (which can only be done online, as all content/features cannot be placed on the package). This
became an area of expansion, as the collaboration session identified this as a high priority for the category, in addition
to helping differentiate the brand once it became available. Thus, upon using the Qual/Quant Signals approach it was
recognized a better job could be done to merge offline/online touchpoints to include a holistic experience for the
packaging designs.

Overall, the collaboration session revealed hair coloring buyers are consumer savvy and require brands to provide
empowering content at the shelf. This is particularly vital given today’s forward thinking market strategies from
competitive brands, which can pull consumers in different directions at the moment when making a purchase decision.
Therefore, the need for better communication on the package that delivers on consumer needs is imperative to
differentiate the brand and image while in-store. In the end, by implementing these unmet needs on the package and
capitalizing on an exposed opportunity, the brand was able to positively differentiate their perception and increase
consumers First Moment of Truth at the shelf that led to more persuasion power.
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